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For the most part the enioanatomical information on chakras presented in the book has
never been published before. The book for the first time describes in enioanatomical terms petals,
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chakra cone base and the reasons why a chakra cone or a chakra itself cannot rotate. The book then
proceeds to present the enioanatomical characteristics exhibited by primary, vital, and functionsustaining chakras, as well as the classification of chakras and their individual cones. Primary
chakras are described with reference to their respective enioanatomical standards, hypotrophy,
hypertrophy, and a variety of specific features. The present volume describes a range of techniques
applicable to effective development of chakras and emphasizes the practical significance a chakra
energy-informational base has for one's development, as well as the improvement of one's bodies,
attributes, characteristics, abilities, spirituality, PSI faculties, the ability to heal, regenerate, and
much more.
The monograph will be especially useful to people who have mastered PSI faculties and PSIbased healing, to professionals in all eniological disciplines engaged in human research, namely
enioanatomy, eniophysiology, eniomedicine, eniopsychology, eniopedagogy, enio-spiritual education,
training, and development, and to physicians, healers, psychologists, practitioners of psychotronics
and parapsychology, spiritual teachers, pedagogues, educators, trainers, theologians, and
individuals working towards the development of their subtle bodies, spirituality, and PSI faculties.
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Author's Note
In its more than 7,000-year-long history, humankind has not been able to
systematize and present its knowledge of anatomy and chakra enioanatomy as a multilevel
integral holographic structure of subtle bodies. Any information concerning the anatomy,
functional anatomy, and enioanatomy of human subtle body chakras is still relevant and, at
same time, incomplete. It is an undeniable fact that for most people today the word chakra
is a familiar term mentioned in a countless number of articles and books. However, on
closer inspection it becomes clear that the anatomical information contained therein is
fairly limited. The facts published in general literature tend to constitute only chaotic and,
at best, fragmented references to individual aspects of enioanatomy, which fail to present
an objective picture of chakra enioanatomy and the formation of anatomical and
enioanatomical thinking. Such a state of affairs hinders, and in many respects completely
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prevents, genuine education, required chakra development and further research,
development of adequate enioanatomical methods of chakra development, and the
application of enioanatomical knowledge in the fields of education, therapy, regeneration,
rehabilitation, and convalescence. The absence of adequate information about chakras'
enioanatomical bases results in an erroneous and ineffective application of chakras in all
spheres of human life. The enioanatomy of chakras has successfully revealed that chakras
feature a multilevel structure consisting of a set of multi-segmented or monolithic multicoloured cones; namely, 15 primary, 61 component, and 105 identical secondary,
telescopically positioned and linked chakra cones. Each chakra cone has its specific
location, size, density, colour, frequency, and functioning frequency. Chakra cones of all
chakras share an identical sequence of arrangement. Segmented cones of a single chakra
feature an identical number of petals and a different number of microchannels. With regard
to its anatomy a chakra is incapable of rotation, it can only facilitate linear movement or
rotation of energy-informational substances in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction above
the chakra base, provided the chakra is functionally active. Chakras can perform energyinformational mutual exchanges in all natural red, bright red, orange, bright orange,
yellow, green, bright green, azure blue, turquoise blue, lilac blue, violet, pink, white, and
gold zones of the electromagnetic spectrum simultaneously with all energy-informational
fields of the external environment. It is generally believed that there is a total of seven
primary chakras, a fact that has not been validated by adequate research. No definite
criteria, which would make it possible to determine which particular chakras are primary,
have ever been specified. The functional anatomy of chakras has provided evidence that
human subtle bodies have 12 primary chakras, with each chakra consisting of 15 coloured
cones, and that a single chakra structurally belongs to all subtle bodies, whereas a single
chakra cone belongs to a single subtle body. Via its network of microchannels, a chakra
cone can be linked to not only the chakra cones of its chakra, but also to most chakra cones
of other chakras, as well as to the majority of subtle bodies' structures. All chakras are
linked with the inter-structural subultrachannel network, forming an integrated energyinformational and structure-functional holographic chakra system. All chakras are
represented in a single chakra, just as each chakra is represented in all chakras. In
addition to primary chakras, there are also vital and function-sustaining chakras.
However, chakras are far more complex than we are at present able to appreciate.
There is still so much unknown about chakras and we have not event answered
fundamental questions, such as: What does a chakra represent? What is the form,
structure, function, functional modes, and topographic-functional states of chakra petals,
cones, and the chakra as a whole? What are monolithic and chakra cones? What is the
autonomous form-structure of a chakra? In what colour zones of the electromagnetic
spectrum can individual chakra cones function? How many chakra cones comprise each
chakra? What is the significance of individual chakra cones? Do chakra cones represent a
chakra's energy-informational level? Can chakras rotate? What is universal development of
chakras? What prevents universal development of chakras? What role do chakras play in
the development of one's spirituality and PSI faculties? The enioanatomy of chakras
provides complete and detailed answers to all these simple questions, as well as to other,
more complex and vital issues.
The enioanatomy of chakras and subtle bodies is structure-functionally integrated. It
is, therefore, imperative to study, research, and develop the eneioanatomy of chakras and
subtle bodies at the same time. Only this kind of approach can guarantee a full
understanding of the significance of chakras and their detailed classification.
Enioanatomical knowledge of human chakras is absolutely crucial for their development, as
well as for the development of one's subtle bodies, spirituality, PSI faculties, and divinity
and of effective enioanatomical methods of education, therapy, regeneration, rehabilitation,
convalescence, etc.
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In addition to presenting new knowledge about chakras and offering vast potential,
the enioanatomy introduces radical changes to existing eniological techniques and
facilitates the creation of new enio-chakra methods of:
• socially needed, progressive, and highly spiritual upbringing, education,
development, improvement, training, effective therapy, regeneration, rehabilitation,
convalescence, and a healthy lifestyle
• versatile, harmonious, balances, and universal development of chakras, chakra
systems, and chakra function modes
• development of one's subtle bodies, mentality, spirituality, PSI faculties, and divinity
• accelerated formation of an energy-informational basis for the development,
improvement, and manifestation of PSI faculties, PSI healing in particular, and
instantaneous correction, modification, and redirection of such energy-informational
basis
• immediate accumulation of the required volume of specific and highly specific vital
energy-informational bioplasms and optimal concentration necessary for the
manifestation and practical application of PSI faculties
• prompt, optimal, and required reactions of individual chakras to changes in the
energy-informational environment
• determination of specific, required, and optimally active energy-informational
exchanges between chakras and energy-informational fields of the external
environment
• essential transfer, redistribution, and redirection of chakras' energy-informational
content into actively functioning subtle bodies and their structures and the
realization of specific functions and manifestation of one's functional potential
• full integration of the processes of one's education, development, therapy,
regeneration, physiotherapy, and convalescence
• early prevention of disease development and cell degeneration, full recovery from any
disease and the facilitation of life free of crises, depression, and disease
• prevention of energy-informational pollution, changes in one's energy-informational
identity and individuality, impairment of energy-informational immunity, functional
deficiency,
morphological
pathology,
cell
mutation,
chronic
fatigue,
immunodeficiency, premature aging, psychological disorders, and the development of
any disease
• individualization, correction, harmonization, updating, optimisation, and
enhancement of the effectiveness of education, development, improvement,
socialization, professional training, health care, prophylaxis, therapy, regeneration,
physiotherapy, convalescence, healthy lifestyle organisation, and other methods
aimed at improving, simplifying, and extending human life.
The contents of the Enioanatomy of Chakras monograph provide a unique
opportunity to study the enioanatomy of chakras, to grasp the true significance of chakras,
and to realize the potential and appreciate the practical application of enioanatomical
knowledge in a wide range of spheres and aspects of human life. Versatile, harmonious,
balanced, and universal development of one's chakras, spirituality, mentality, PSI faculties,
and divinity is virtually impossible without sufficient enioanatomical knowledge of chakras,
which opens up qualitatively new opportunities to study and research chakras in depth, to
grasp the real import of one's subtle nature, and to clearly understand what needs to be
done in order to become a harmonious, healthy, happy, joyous, successful, humane, PSI
proficient, highly spiritual, and even divine human being.
The Enioanatomy of Chakras monograph greatly contributes to enioanatomy's
becoming a scientific discipline and an integral part of the curriculum at all levels of
education, especially in the training of physicians, physiotherapists, eniopsychologists,
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eniopedagogues, educators, teachers, couches, healers, eniohealers, sociologists,
theologians, and a range of other specialists. The time has come for the enioanatomical
knowledge of chakras to be incorporated into the fundaments of eniopedagogy,
eniophysiology, eniomedicine, eniopsychology, and of other eniological disciplines engaged
in human research.
The enioanatomy of chakras is a treasure trove of secrets about human subtle nature;
however, its vast potential for human beings has not yet been recognized and it has not yet
become the basis of the variety of methods applied to the resolution of human life problems.
Therefore, I appeal to all of you who can appreciate the true significance of the enioanatomy
of chakras to study and research it and to endeavour to create new techniques for further
development and improvement of human beings and their subtle bodies.
Anatoliy Leonidovitch Vasylchuk
June 29, 2012
Lviv, Ukraine, Hodonín, the Czech Republic

Foreword
The Enioanatomy of Chakras monograph is a logical follow-up to the Enioanatomy of
Human Subtle Bodies to everything that has ever been written on the subject of chakras.
The book begins with the Author's note, followed by a Foreword, chapters entitled
Enioanatomy of Chakras, Classification of Chakras, Enioanatomy of Primary, Vital, and
Function-Sustaining Chakras, Prenatal and Postnatal Development of Chakras, Chakra
Development Methods, Enioanatomical Chakra Illustrations, and is concluded by an Index
and Bibliography. Each chapter is carefully structured and concluded with a list of topical
questions. The enioanatomy of chakras has been described in generally accepted and
recognized terminology. As accentuation and highlighting of the main points of relevance
significantly accelerates the learning process, and narrows the focus on crucial parts of the
enioanatomical text, facilitates orientation within the book, and improves assimilation of
enioanatomical knowledge concerning chakras in unity with the energy-informational
interdependency, activity, and exchanges with the energy-informational fields of humanity,
society, nature, the Earth, biosphere, noosphere, the Universe, Spiritual Being, and any
other object, the most important information has been printed in bold type.
Chapters entitled The Enioanatomy of Chakras, Enioanatomy Primary Chakras,
Enioanatomy of Vital Chakras, and Enioanatomy of Function-Sustaining Chakras describe
the forms, structures, and topography of chakra petals, chakra cones, and chakras,
including their functions. Considerable emphasis is placed on functional states, functioning
modes, and functional activity accompanying closed and variously opened chakra cone
bases. These sections explain the processes involved in the linear movement, as well as the
clockwise and anticlockwise rotation of energy-informational substances above the chakra
cone base and the reasons why a chakra cone or a chakra itself cannot rotate, and proceed
to underline the role chakras play in the processes of upbringing, education, healing,
regeneration, and development human beings, their subtle bodies, physical bodies,
spirituality, PSI faculties, and a wide range of social skills.
Primary chakras in particular are explained and presented in the following, identical
structure: terminological interpretation, basic characterization, enioanatomical standards,
hypotrophy and hypofunction, hypertrophy and hyperfunction, unique characteristics of
chakras, things not known about chakras, and questions on the topic of chakras. This
approach considerably facilitates the study of chakras and explains, in an easy-tounderstand manner, their major enioanatomical similarities and differences. A description
10

of all 15 chakra cones is provided in most cases, while the information concerning
component and identical cones addresses only issues of their existence and quantities,
indicating which chakra cones can form secondary component and identical chakra cones,
which makes it possible to grasp the integral multilevel holographic structure of chakras,
chakra cones, the ways in which component and identical cones are formed and how they
can be further studied and researched.
For the most part, the presented enioanatomical information related to chakras has
never been published before. The book for the first time enioanatomically describes
chakras, their structure-functional states, modes of functioning, functions, functional
potential, their significance for human beings, and much more.
The text is accompanied by colour illustrations which essentially make the presented
information more concrete. The individual images facilitate the study of chakra
enioanatomy, both in connection with the text and separately, by helping one to form a
clear picture of what the enioanatomy of chakras is and to develop correct enioanatomical
thinking. The illustrations of all chakra structures are rendered in their actual colours. A
red colour represents structures of the red chakra cone only, orange – the orange chakra
cone, azure blue – the azure blue chakra cone, violet – the violet chakra cone and so on and
so forth with respect to all of the remaining cones. The colour carries an informational and
didactic significance, represents objective physical characteristics and facilitates
interpretation, which makes the study more tangible. Individual illustrations depict the
forms, structures, sequence of arrangement, and the mutual positions of petals, chakra
cones and chakras themselves.
The text together with all illustrations constitute an informational basis for the
study of the enioanatomy of chakras and for the formation of personal intellectual and
mental characteristics and abilities, which, in turn, allow an extensive and in-depth
research into the enioanatomy of chakras. The structured form, enioanatomical
illustrations, the index and Q&A sections facilitate a high-quality individual study of
chakras, easy navigation within the book and fast retrieval of the required information for
practical application and review.
With the knowledge presented in the book, we can develop innovative ways and
methods of creating the enioanatomical basis for eniomolecular biology, eniocytology,
eniohistology, eniophysiology, eniobiology, eniomedicine, eniopsychology, eniopedagogy,
spiritual pedagogy, eniosociology, PSI faculties, spirituality, and divinity.
Thorough knowledge of the enioanatomy of chakras makes it possible to conduct expert
analyses and to professionally draw and evaluate conclusions from a range of familiar
research techniques and methods applied in the field of eniological, eniopedagogical,
eniospiritual, and paranormal education, development and improvement of human beings
on the basis of eniomedicinal, eniopsychological, psychotronic, esoteric, paranormal,
spiritual, healing, and other methods of treatment, regeneration, physiotherapy,
convalescence, and a number of eniological and spiritual spheres of human life.
Chakras are in constant active energy-informational unity with energy-informational
fields of individual people, the society, nature, the Earth, biosphere, noosphere, the
Universe, and spiritual Being while facilitating the process of continuous energyinformational exchanges between them. It is, therefore, essential to study and research the
structures, forms, inner architecture, topography, and functions of chakras and their
enioanatomical changes occurring during phylogenetic and ontogenetic development from
the perspective of energy-informational unity with the external environment and the ever
changing character of energy-informational exchanges.
The Enioanatomy of Chakras monograph represents an important step forward in
seeking to have enioanatomy recognized as a legitimate field of study and a scientific
discipline.
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For the most part the enioanatomical information concerning chakras presented in
the book has never been published before. The book for the first time describes in
enioanatomical terms petals, chakra cones, chakras, their structural and functional states,
dynamic, static, and static-dynamic modes of functioning, and functional activity of fully
open, optimally open, semi-open, slightly open, partially open, and closed chakra bases in
passive-functional, passive-sustaining, passive-monitoring, and passive-neutral modes. It
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explains the processes involved in the linear movement, as well as the clockwise and
anticlockwise rotation of energy-informational substances above the chakra cone base and
the reasons why a chakra cone or a chakra itself cannot rotate. The book then proceeds to
present the enioanatomical characteristics exhibited by primary, vital, and functionsustaining chakras, as well as the classification of chakras and their individual cones.
Primary chakras are described with reference to their respective enioanatomical standards,
hypotrophy, hypertrophy, and a variety of specific features, as well as characteristics that
have not yet been sufficiently researched. The present volume describes a range of
techniques applicable to effective development of chakras and emphasizes the practical
significance a chakra energy-informational base has for one's development, as well as the
improvement of one's bodies, attributes, characteristics, abilities, spirituality, PSI faculties,
the ability to heal, regenerate, and much more.
The monograph will be especially useful to people who have mastered PSI faculties
and PSI-based healing techniques, to professionals in all eniological disciplines engaged in
human research, namely enioanatomy, eniophysiology, eniomedicine, eniopsychology,
eniopedagogy, enio-spiritual education, training, and development, and to physicians,
healers, psychologists, practitioners of psychotronics and parapsychology, spiritual
teachers, pedagogues, educators, trainers, theologians, and individuals working towards
the development of their subtle bodies, spirituality, and PSI faculties.
1st Edition
© Anatoliy Vasylchuk 2013

ISBN 978-80-970284-6-6
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The monograph facilitates the teaching and study of new facts regarding
primary, vital, and function-sustaining chakras, i.e.:
• the structure, inner architecture, and functions of chakra cones in the process of their
being permeated by subtler subtle bodies, while reproducing their forms and inner
architecture, as well as forming new, identical chakra cones;
• the interdependence, balance, and accord between component chakra cones in
achromatic, bicomponent, and polycomponent chakra cones of each chakra;
• the interdependence, balance, and accord of forms, structures, inner architecture,
density, and functions between basic, identical, and component chakra cones of each
chakra;
• the way in which changes occurring in a single structure-functional mode of a specific
chakra cone affect the structure-functional modes of other chakra cones and chakras;
• specific chakra cones and their participation in forming the energy-informational basis
for the development of particular PSI faculties;
• the way in which the informational content of special vital energy-informational
bioplasms of chakra cones constituting vital chakras affects the development of one's
organs and organism systems, as well as their functions, functional potential, and
viability;
• the significance of red, bright red, orange, bright orange, yellow, green, bright green,
azure blue, turquoise blue, blue, lilac blue, violet, pink, white, and gold specific vital
energy-informational bioplasms of chakra cones constituting function-sustaining
chakras for the development, functioning, and viability of sub-ultra, ultra, and
microstructures of organs' cells, tissue, and structure-functional units;
• the structural and functional changes, pathologies, and diseases caused by inadequately
developed and structurally damaged chakra cones constituting function-sustaining
chakras;
• the structure-functional states and functioning modes of chakra cones constituting
function-sustaining chakras vulnerable to and resulting in mutations of organelles and
cells.
On the whole, the monograph presents enioanatomical information which is relevant
to the universal development of chakras and subtle bodies, to the integration of upbringing,
education, development, healing, and regeneration, to the practical implementation of
highly spiritual and PSI development, and to the attainment of absolute health, longevity,
harmony, and a life free of pain, suffering, and crisis.
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